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Purpose Autodesk AutoCAD is a 2D CAD (computer-aided design) and drafting application for the Windows, Linux, macOS
and iOS operating systems. AutoCAD is available in both a traditional desktop application and as a cloud-based service. The
classic desktop version (AutoCAD LT) is a more affordable alternative to the more expensive AutoCAD Pro. AutoCAD LT
offers 2D drafting and design capabilities and a command line interface. Product Release History 1982: AutoCAD was first
released in December 1982 as a desktop application. The original version of AutoCAD was designed for use with internal

graphics controllers. An updated version of AutoCAD with better performance was released in April 1983. This is known as
AutoCAD 1.0. 1987: The release of AutoCAD 2.0, which introduced geometry, swept modeling, and rendering. The next

release, AutoCAD 3.0, added rendering features and a command line. 1991: The release of AutoCAD 4.0, which introduced 3D
modeling. The next release, AutoCAD 4.1, introduced visual effects and the ability to create conceptual views. 1993: AutoCAD

5.0 was released. It introduced AutoLISP and object-based programming. 1995: The release of AutoCAD 6.0. This version
added a lot of new features and included a new command line. This was the first version of AutoCAD to be multi-platform.
1999: The release of AutoCAD 7.0. The ability to turn drawings into DWG files was introduced. 2001: AutoCAD 8.0 was
released. The ribbon was introduced. 2004: The release of AutoCAD 9.0 was made. AutoCAD 9.1 and AutoCAD 9.2 were

released with the same features. 2008: AutoCAD 10.0 was released. 2009: AutoCAD 10.1 and AutoCAD 10.2 were released
with the same features. 2011: AutoCAD 11.0 was released with the ability to share DWG files. 2013: AutoCAD 2013 was
released. This is the last version of AutoCAD to be released for the Windows operating system. 2015: AutoCAD 2016 was

released, and the AutoCAD 2016 app was launched as well. This is the
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for example, in Visual LISP: !window, which activates the current drawing. !view, which opens a new view !page, which opens
a new page !viewVertical, which rotates the view to the vertical !pageVertical, which rotates the page to the vertical

!pageHorizontal, which rotates the page to the horizontal !viewHorizontal, which rotates the view to the horizontal !viewBoth,
which rotates the view to both the vertical and horizontal !pageBoth, which rotates the page to both the vertical and horizontal

!viewDiagram, which opens a new diagram view !pageDiagram, which opens a new diagram page !arrow, which draws an arrow
from an object to a point !arc, which draws an arc from an object to a point !freehand, which draws a line with mouse clicks

!circle, which draws a circle !polygon, which draws a polygon !stair, which draws a stair !circular, which draws a circular object
!pipe, which draws a pipe !cylinder, which draws a cylinder !paraboloid, which draws a paraboloid !sphere, which draws a

sphere !cone, which draws a cone !clip, which allows selection of objects to display in a drawing !clipObjects, which allows
selection of objects to display in a drawing !clipLine, which allows selection of objects to display in a drawing !clipDict, which

allows the selection of objects to display in a drawing !clipVert, which allows selection of objects to display in a drawing
!clipDictVert, which allows the selection of objects to display in a drawing !clipDictHoriz, which allows the selection of objects

to display in a drawing !clipDictHorizVert, which allows the selection of objects to display in a drawing !pin, which displays
pins to show a relationship !dot, which displays dots to show a relationship !delete, which deletes objects from the drawing
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!print, which prints the drawing !save, which saves the drawing to a file !printPreview, which previews the printout !printGraph,
which prints an object's graph !migrate, which migrates the data of an existing drawing into a new drawing !deleteTable, which

deletes tables in a drawing !table a1d647c40b
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Redundancy Multiple sources of the same content are stored and served from the network. In the event of one or more sources
of a given asset failing, the network continues to serve cached copies.

What's New in the AutoCAD?

The Drawing Gallery in drawing tablets: Display all your saved drawings on your drawing tablet, so you can find them faster.
(video: 1:15 min.) Design-aware notes, leader lines, and guidelines: Receive edit and show notifications at a glance. With the
new leader line and guideline features, keep track of them so you can easily see your requirements in your drawings. (video:
1:15 min.) Automatic and per-viewbook guidelines: Export all the guidelines to a single viewbook. AutoCAD 2017 introduced a
number of enhancements to guidelines. In AutoCAD 2023, the guideline systems are even better. You can export your entire
viewbook to a single file and can even export the viewbook as a PDF. (video: 1:45 min.) Advanced data management: With the
new options in InfoSpace, you can create a great and flexible drawing setup for yourself or your client. InfoSpace 2020 is still
your go-to tool for managing both your drawings and your metadata. Its customizable search is one of the most powerful tools
available. In AutoCAD 2023, you can improve even more with the enhanced properties of the InfoSpace Advanced Query. Two
new features that you can access right from InfoSpace are the new Graphic Modeling and the new Create Events. The new
Graphic Modeling tool allows you to quickly import a picture or image into your drawing. It is especially useful when creating
designs that include an image of a pattern or logo. The new Create Events tool allows you to share information and view events
directly from InfoSpace. Symmetry: Make even more complex 3D designs with symmetry. In AutoCAD 2023, you can easily
create asymmetrical views and print them. Graphs and surfaces: You can now create complex 3D graphs and surfaces. To make
them easier to read, you can use color to identify specific features. The options for controlling colors are even more powerful
now. Simplify your workflow: With the new best fit option, you can now cut and paste object properties. This can save you
valuable time when using the Object Snap tool. Geometric constraints: Save time with automated workflows. Now you can
create 2D and 3D geometric constraints from one or multiple objects in your drawing. Drafting improvements: Create
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System Requirements For AutoCAD:

See the list of Recommended minimum specifications below. You can find information about your graphics card and system
specifications using the following commands: DirectX®: Windows®: dxdiag General: Operating system: Windows® 8.1
Processor: Intel® Core™ i7 or equivalent RAM: 6GB Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce GTX 960/AMD Radeon R9 285
DirectX®: DirectX 11 Storage: 16GB Sound card: DirectX 11 compatible Keyboard
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